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Abstract

What this project is about.

IKO is a creative prosthetic system designed
for children to explore and empower their
creativity in a playful, social and friendly way.
What if kids could use their imagination to
create their own tools according to their own
needs; Doing participatory observations
and interviews in Colombia of two children
with congenital hand-disabilities and
their families confirmed that the needs
of disabled kids are not always related to
physical activity but often alternatively the
social and psychological aspect; what if
kids could make their own prosthetics and
have fun at the same time?

Carlos Arturo Torres Tovar
MFA Advanced Product Designer
Umeå Institute of Design
Umeå University

Learning. Creating. Being kids.

Degree work 2014
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Introduction

Starting point
Where this idea comes from.

Finding a design opportunity

Most of the time we as designers, relate to our own
context to get a familiar perspective when facing
a design opportunity, still designers should be the
best at wearing other’s shoes and finding out the
real facts, the real story behind a situation.
In my case, my home country was my starting point.

1 white

Colombia has been in a civil war for more than 50
years. The armed conflict has left many deaths and
destruction and also left the country as one of the
most heavily land-mined in the world. Many of the
injured people by land mines are children.

Colombia,
South America.

An amputation can be the most traumatic episode in
a person’s life and it actually becomes a nightmare
when the person has to deal with it, when it comes to
children, the social impact can be the most traumatic
part in their lives regardless their disability, whether
they had suffered an amputation or if they were born
with a congenital disorder.

20-30%

Are children
www.unicef.org

What caught my attention was the traumatic
experience of growing up as a disabled children, the
social rejection and how fast they must mature.

3269 Injured civilian people in Colombia during the past
24 years. According to last years’ report from the presidential
house of Colombia.
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1500 - 4500
cases per year in the US only
“There are important and significant differences that shed
light on the psychosocial needs of children.”
Katie Kerr, IOM’s head of programs in Colombia

Congenital

Acquired

limb deficiency

amputations

150

93
13

million
moderate or severe disability

million
Disabled children aged 0-14 years

The needs of a disabled child are many of course,
the physiological needs of replacing a lost part of
their body is one of the priorities, but taking a look
at this phenomena through the eyes of the armed
conflict shows that the psychosocial needs are a big
part of a person in disability.

Having this in mind a broader spectrum becomes
interesting; therefore understanding the different
factors that cause a disability was on the top list.
According to Gustavo Becerra (Orthopedic surgeon
and pediatric trauma specialist) the common causes
are framed into congenital limb deficiency and
acquired amputations.

Introduction

million
severe difficulties

In a global scenario, it is shocking to realize how many
children are registered with disabilities every year
according to the WHO World’s Health Organization.
where a large group of 93 million kids are physically
disabled where a 70% suffer a congenital limb
deficiency. Never the less no matter the cause it is a
situation that no one should ever have to go through.

62%

moderate or severe disability

8.7%

severe difficulties
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In 2005 the United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF) estimated the
number of children with disabilities under age 18 at 150 million

6

Traumatic accidents
tumoral expansions
Diabetes
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When it comes to children in general they have some
basic skills they develop while growing up,
Physical, social and psychological attributes, in
addition to the speed on how quick they can get
new and more complex skills depends on their
motivation; essentially, their self esteem.

But for children in disability the story is different,
they have to manage to develop the same skills with
a higher level of difficulty, their social interaction is
constantly limited by their peers; and their friendship
social circle is confined to their immediate relatives.

“self esteem is not something so easy to
build when you are constantly noticed
for not being normal”

Children
disability

Soraya Leon, Clinical psychologist

Introduction

Retrieved image

http://educadorasocialenaccion.blogspot.se/2013/04/remangate.html
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Rehabilitating a kid is just not a matter of finding
the best or the most technological prosthetic in the
market ( which can be accessible through health
care insurance ) but rehabilitation is more about
guiding the patient to deal with this unexpected
limitation.

Right now the technology around this subject is
advanced and quickly evolving where some kids
get the chance to use it right away, but in a social
context they are pointed out right away translated in
a low self esteem.

How do kids actually feel using these
devices?

i-limb ultra from Touch bionics in one of the top technological prosthetics in the world.
www.touchbionics.com
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As a psychological consequence, this social
isolation drives a child in disability to a premature
adult behavior; the space for being a kid becomes
shorter and the concept of “worries and concerns”
becomes part of a typical day in their lives.
Still, some children manage to handle this grown ups
behaviors and try to keep a normal psychological
development, the hard part of this is realizing that
the kid is aware of this, they have to mature very fast
compared to a normal kid.

“Friendship: an increased capacity for
understanding another’s perspective,
the ability to regulate one’s emotions,
and a general feeling of well-being and
happiness”

Because kids most of the times don’t have a filter
when speaking his mind, they can be very rough, and
the reason for this is not having enough knowledge.
It is surprising how open minded children in general
are and if they were able to comprehend the
disability phenomena their acceptance on disabled
kids would be different.

Kids should be kids!

(p. 18). Inclusion for Young Children With Disabilities

According to Virginia Buysse (2002), friendship
provides children with the potential for enhanced
cognitive and language development as well as
social and emotional benefits. They sometimes need
a little push, and schools are a very active part on it,
they try to make everyone aware of the situation but
still some involvement is missing.

Introduction

Retrieved image
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What if we could empower children to explore
their strongest side through creativity?

Introduction

What if kids could build their own devices?

Retrieved image
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Collaborators

Some of their core activities are the building of
interfaces, the tuning of the prosthesis and the
rehabilitation in children.

Sponsorship

During more than 30 years Cirec has developed a
holistic approach to every case, where they assist
patients with a interdisciplinary team, not just with
physical help but also with psychological and social
needs. They are located in Bogota, Colombia,
and their expertise with children under disability
circumstances has no comparison in the country.

To make this project possible a lot of technical
information was needed and after having a clear
vision on a design opportunity I approached to
two different companies to get the best of their
knowledge resources.

They contributed to the project by making available
all their specialists team for interviews, technical
resources and getting two families as a case study.

Information regarding prosthetics was needed and
having an internet based search is not enough
specially speaking of a multiple point of view
( not just technically, but psychologically, and
socially speaking ). Approaching to an institution
or organization was strategically the best starting
point. Not just because of their knowledge but also
for having the possibility of a study case

My second collaborator is LEGO Future Lab, a
division from LEGO systems that creates new visions
for the future of play, their knowledge on children’s
creativity is enormous and their multidisciplinary
team is a very strong input.

Having a multidisciplinary background assistance
in addition to a “case study” research opens the
possibility to go quicker in this project, doing a strong
initial research and focusing on elaborating ideas
and quality prototypes to get the best results as
possible and compelling a convincing and inspiring
design proposal to call on attention on how children
feel about prosthetics

The team was also available to interviews including a
bio-engineer background project leader, a research
and global trends analyst team leader and one of
the most legendary LEGO master builders.
Future Lab is a special place in a huge marketing
company; they are allowed to experiment on crazy
ideas and concepts around the company’s main
values “ Imagination - creativity - fun - learning caring - quality ”
This made it possible for them to consider sponsoring
a project like this one, where the main focus is
improving kid’s quality of life without any business
ambitions around it.

CIREC ( my first collaborator )is a Colombian nonprofit organization that gives new possibilities to
people with disability and to victims of the armed
conflict (anti-personal mines) in Colombia.

http://www.cirec.org/

They supported me with traveling expenses during
this project that include their headquarters in Billund
(Denmark), Umeå (Sweden) and Bogota (Colombia)
where CIREC is located and the research – Testing
was done.

http://www.lego.com/
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Research
presentation

Methods

Creating initial concepts
Mock up concepts validation
Specialists concept validation
User concept validation.
Concept refinement
Mock up refinements
Possible early 3D printed functional prototypes
Design direction

Project planning

Here is a list on the “to do’s” for this project which
were executed in four stages.

03. Design
Early visualizations
CAD Visualizations and virtual prototyping
Mindstorms research ( hopefully integration )
Early prototypes to work on.
Detail design
Detail refinements
Specialists validation
User testing
Back to the workshop...
Final design.

01. Research
Internet documentation
History of prosthetics
Types of prosthetics on the market
Prosthetics concepts
Meetings with medical specialists.
Field research with a case study ( family )
Fundamentals on kids behavior
Identifying extended users social circles
Creating a “day in the life” research journal
Interviews
Finding / creating a design strategic approach
Compelling video story.

Technical / psichologycal research
“study case” Field research
Research workshop
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Ideation workshops including collaborators
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Presentation
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04. Wrap-up
Model / Prototype refinement
Examination presentation
Exhibition presentation
Video presentation
Press release
Report
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week
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17-21

10-14

03-07

09
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Feb
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04

Exam
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Presentation
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Concept presentation
Mindstorms
Workshop
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process
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Background

A brief story

“The only disability in
life is a bad attitude”
115 Med. yellowish green

Scott Hamilton - Figure Skater

What is a prosthesis?
It’s an addition, application or attachment; an artificial
device that replaces a missing body part lost through
trauma, disease, or congenital conditions.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Prosthesis
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( 1529 )

Prosthesis

Gel Liner

Residual
Limb

Silver arm
Owned by Admiral Barbarossa.
Iron arm
Owned by Gotz von Berlichingen.
War porpuses only
Worldwide

History and main components

Copper and wood leg
Capri, Italy
Wooden substitute
Herodotus reference
Oldest known splint
Fifth egyptian dynasty

( 1512 )

Amputation as a life saving measure
Upper and lower prosthetics ( 1536 )
Above-knee device / Adjustable
harness / Knee lock control / paper + glue
to replace iron: Lorrain.
Ambroise Pare

( 1690 )

( 1508 )

( 500 )

( 300 B.C. )

( 1696 )
( 1800 )

Anglesey leg
James Potts

( 1843 )

( 500 B.C. )

( 1812 )

Ankle amputation
Sir. James Syme

( 1857 )

( 2750 - 2625 B.C. )

Nonlocking below-knee prosthesis
Pieter Verduyn

( 1846 )

Body powered actuation
William Selvo

( 1863 )

Opposite shoulder actioned arm
Springs as tendons
Benjamin Palmer

( 1858 )

Anatomical leg
Douglas Bly

Atmospheric pressure
Attachement improvement / Dubois L Parmlee

( 1865 )
( 1868 )

Socket
Suspension ( fixation )

Cushion
Locking ( pin, implanted pin )
Suction ( atmospheric pressure )

History
A brief prosthesis

( 1898 )

( 1944 )

Myoelectric prosthesis
Reinhold Reiter

( 1975 )

The dark ages ( 476 - 1000 )
little advancement in prosthetics

( 1998 )

The renaissance ( 1400 - 1800 )

( 2007 )
( 2007 )

Postmodern age ( 1900 - 2020 )
Quick advance in prosthetics

( 2013 )
( 2015 )

http://inventors.about.com/library/inventors/blprosthetic.htm
^ “A Brief History of Prosthetics”. inMotion: A Brief History of Prosthetics. November/December 2007. Retrieved 23 November 2010
http://www.timetoast.com/timelines/prosthetic-limbs-timeline
http://gearpatrol.com/2012/08/01/life-limb-the-evolution-of-prosthetics/
http://www.pelinks4u.org/articles/douglas1109.htm
From “MEC 92,” Proceedings of the 1992 MyoElectric Controls/Powered Prosthetics Symposium Fredericton, New Brunswick, Canada: August, 1992. Copyright University of New Brunswick.
http://www.popularmechanics.com/science/health/prosthetics/the-future-history-of-bionic-tech

Suction sock
University of California

( 1957 ) Myoelectric control
Herberts, Sweden
Myoelectric below-elbow prosthesis
Kobrinski, USSR
( 1970 ) Metal as a force distributor
Barron and Mosely
Below-the-knee limb
Ysidro M. Martinez
( 1980 ) Thermoplastics for shoulder area
Andrew

Iron, steel, copper and wood prosthetics.

Device

( 1946 )

( 1960 )

First “steps”

( replacement )

Muscle contraction limb
Dr. Vanghetti.

( 1945 )

The beginnings ( B.C. )

Pylon ( pipe )

Aluminium intead of steel
Gustav Hermann

Thought controlled arm protoype
Todd Kuiken

( 2012 )

BioBolt
Euisik Yoon, Michigan University

BCI brain computer interface
DARPA

Background

( 2013 )

( 2016 )

Bionic hand
Touch bionics

Exoskeleton
Ekso Bionics

Gen 3 arm
Dean Kamen, DEKA

Modular Prosthetic Limb
Johns Hopkins
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During the early ages the only answer to limb disability
vas nothing but a stick, and so the stereotypical
pirate was born. Grrrrrrrrrr!!!

Around the year 600 expended and massive wars
didn’t allow too much of development on this
subject, therefore the only purpose that a prosthesis
could have was focused on war; basically a quick
adaptation so the soldier could keep fighting. These
were very basic and the only ones who got some
eventual improvements were the commanding roles.

But some evidence of elaborated thoughts around
a missing limb became evident when a toe
replacement was found dating from 2750- 2625 BC.
in Egypt.

The twentieth century was a great closure for the
renaissance period with mayor studies on the
interface of the patient, an atmospheric pressure
attachment, and finally the introduction of aluminium
to replace the structural heavy components.

Right now the future seems encouraging. Devices
such as iLimb and recent exoskeletons show a
great technology application to this matter. But still it
shouldn’t leave behind the “human touch”.
These first made it possible to awake people’s
curiosity around this issue, some experimentations
were made during this early stage (the beginnings)
to introduce stronger materials such as iron, copper
and finally wood, which turned out to be a cheap and
effective material when the wars started.

Background

During the renaissance Ambroise Pare started a
revolution in terms of improving these devices. To
mention some of his work he introduced amputation
as a life saving measure, made an adjustable
harness, worked on a knee lock control, explored
with paper + glue to replace iron for some structural
parts in the upper limb prosthetics.

Oldest known splint / Fifth Egyptian dynasty. Retrieved image http://womenofhistory.blogspot.se/
François de la Noue - iron hand, ( 1600s century ), Retrived image: https://www.asme.org

22

Retrieved image:

Metalbeard
http://www.flickr.com/
photos/tormentalous
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Atmospheric pressure attachment diagram. Retrieved image https://data.epo.org
Ekso exoskeleton, Retrieved image: http://eksobionics.com/ekso
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Types

Prosthetics are modular since a long, long,, long
time ago, and this has allowed to improve certain
components through time.

of prosthesis

Never the less, there are still some types of prosthetics
according to their configuration, capabilities and
part of the body they replace.

The knee is one of the key
elements in the lower body
prosthetics

Prosthetics can be categorized in two functional
groups: upper and lower types.
The lower prosthetics are meant to resist stress and
weight and their tuning is relatively simple when the
right tools are accessible, “It’s all about finding the
gravity center with the patient” and their complexity
can be extreme depending on the needs of the
patient.
Some key elements ( units ) in a lower prosthesis are
the fixation ( bridge between the construction and
the interface ); the knee which can have multiple and
single axis, and also start as a mechanical element
that can escalate to an electronically controlled
device; and the pyramid, a piece that can be
adjusted in two axis directions ( x - y ).

The ”pyramid” is the
standard element when
the tuning is done

The K scale ( activity medical diagnostic tool )
classifies the potential of the patient to find the right
elements to combine and start a building process
of the prosthesis. For example, In a level 3 in the
K scale The patient has the ability or potential for
amputation (walking) with variable cadence (speed).
This is the typical level of the community ambulator
who can traverse most environmental barriers and
may have vocational, therapeutic, or exercise activity
beyond simple locomotion.

Background
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Upper prosthetics have a different purpose, they are
meant to be a tool that supplies multiple necessities.
Their complexity can vary according to the users
needs, the most flexible combination so far is still
the traction prosthesis, doesn’t require electricity
making it possible to use impact connectors that
allow to quickly change the needed device with a
hit, making a transition between a hook or a hand
unit actuated by strings.
There are different types of upper prosthetics that
try to make it easier for the user, some of them are
more “practical” in wearing them, and some others
are more advanced in features to address specific
needs.
These are just examples of standard types of
prosthesis that reveal the different components to
keep in mind while configuring a device.

There are
different
ways of
attaching
an interface

A. Cosmetic Prosthesis.
B. Traction prosthesis.
C. Myoelectric prosthesis.
D. Hybrid Prosthesis.

Foam cover
units

Hand

Pipe

units

units

Wrist
units

Shoulder

Screw

units

connectors

Elbow
units

Impact

connectors

*Stump
A. Cosmetic Prosthesis.

Background
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Strap
units

Hand

Electrodes

units

units

Hand
units

Shoulder
units

units

Wrist

Elbow

units

units

Wrist

Trigger
Control

units

units

Greffier

Hook

units

units

B. Traction Prosthesis.

C. Myoelectric Prosthesis.

Background
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Trigger
units

Hand

Shoulder

units

units

Wrist

Elbow

units

custom made parts usually complete a
prosthesis configuration

units

Electrodes
units

Greffier
units

D. Hybrid Prosthesis.

Background
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Research

Study and observation

Bogotá Colombia
January 23rd to 31st / 2014

191 Flame yellowish orange

5 specialists interviews
2 Study cases.

Having the possibility to find a case study and
to observe it in multiple scenarios, to interview
experienced and specialized people and getting the
needed technical knowledge related to prosthetics
and children psychology all within a single place is
not an easy thing. In Bogota ( Colombia ) there’s an
organization dedicated to assist and rehabilitate

people in disability, and most of their patients are
children. It is called CIREC.
Getting in contact with them made it possible to
start with this project and finding great insights on
how tangible a disable kid’s reality can be.
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How do you...

Getting to know the structure of the company was
a first step to map out how they work and how they
rehabilitate a person with disability.

stakeholders

Daniel Gomez as a CEO tries to develop the
organization into a sustainable institution that cares
about people. Using an interdisciplinary team that
crosses their knowledge to analyze a case and plan
the best scenario for the patients to follow during
this new page in their lives is their normal approach.

Asking the right questions is not an easy task,
and managing many people is harder than you
thought. Anyway, this makes the research phase so
interesting, because it gives you the chance to learn
about something you didn’t even imagined.

Interviewing his team contributed the project with
great background information and solid bases when
meeting with the case studies.

http://www.cirec.org/

Research
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Workshop installations

CIREC

limb casting process

Research
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Leonardo Morales
Lab product coordinator
Orthopedic technician
44 years old

“Not necessarily the best thing for a user would suit for
other patients, nor the last design is better for someone. This
depends on contextual factors ( health, mind, environment )”
During this interview Leonardo guided me through
the process of manufacturing a socket from scratch,
and introduced me to the different modules used in
a lower prosthesis assemble

that can also be used in an upper prosthesis case.
He went through the K classification which guides
the medical experts to configure the components for
the right patient.

K0

K

level

Non-ambulatory and without potential to ambulate
(no walking ability).

K1

The patient has the ability or potential to use a
prosthesis for transfers or ambulation (walking) on
level surfaces at a fixed cadence (speed). This is the
typical level of the limited and unlimited household
ambulator.

K2

The patient has the ability or potential for ambulation
(walking) on low level environmental barriers such as
curbs, stairs, or uneven surfaces. This is the typical
level of the limited community ambulator.

K3

The patient has the ability or potential for ambulation
(walking) with variable cadence (speed). This is the
typical level of the community ambulator who can
traverse most environmental barriers and may have
vocational, therapeutic, or exercise activity beyond
simple locomotion.

K4

The patient has the ability or potential for ambulation
(walking) that exceeds basic ambulation skills,
exhibiting high impact, stress, or energy levels. This
is the typical level of the prosthetic demands of the
child, active adult, or athlete.

Research
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Jorge Morales

First they try to find their initial gravity center, then it
escalates to adjust the prosthesis to achieve a better
posture for the purpose of the device ( according
to the K levels ); this procedure is revised by the
doctor and the occupational therapist to finally get a
functional center of gravity.

Jorge is an orthopedic technician and has been
working for CIREC for more than 14 years. He’s been
involved in most of the academic collaborations
of the organization and has a vast knowledge on
tuning the different types and parts of prosthetics.
He showed me the walk analysis tool they use by
motion tracking the patient.

“It
’s
u

“We have to learn to walk again with the patient, the tuning
of a prosthesis is a group self-aware process”

sef
u
to l to
co me
rre as
ct ure
the , I
int t he
erf lps
a c us
e”
.

Prosthetics assemble control
Orthopedic technician
47 years old

Research
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Soraya Leon
Vocational rehabilitation
Clinical psychologist
43 years old

“When the child is very young, he hasn’t assimilated the magnitude of what
has happened until the moment he faces society”
“the emotional shock not only involves the patient but also their social circle.
Accepting that you need an artificial limb is not easy for anyone”
Then she elaborated on them starting with facts they
deal with in the organization. First she made clear
that childhood starts by the age of 3 and ends with
adolescence by 13 and it is usually when the child
faces society that realizes his disabled condition; this
led to talk about the social circles, their behaviors
and how they are involved during the rehabilitation
process in CIREC.

Having a conversation with Soraya was a great
experience. She spoke about the importance of
the psychological aspect during the rehabilitation
process, where the family, and the extended
circles play a significant role in the children normal
development and life planning. She confirmed my
thoughts around the different psychological issues
present in children.

“The main goal of a psychological treatment is to potentiates
their strengths and capabilities”
“We focus on what they have and not on what they are missing”

Device acceptance

Independence tool

Research
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Gustavo Becerra
Medical coordinator
Orthopedic surgeon
Pediatric trauma specialist
60 years old

“How much can parents actually
help?”

“one can not rely on scales, there are many multifactorial
elements”
Classification of physical disability among children
( classified into congenital limb deficiency and
acquired amputations ) and some of the causes of
acquired amputations ( which surprisingly included
diabetes as a growing factor ). He also talked about
the patient extended circles and how important
parents are in the start but he questioned how much
they can actually help.

Many doubts were cleared during the conversation
with doctor Becerra, He spoke about diagnostic
considerations for prosthetics such as the shape of
the stump ( which should be thicker in the terminal
part to make resistance for the interface ) and the
surgically way a stump should end ( by minimizing
sensitive nerves and leaving some remains for
compatible myoelectric sensors ).

Research
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Cristina Vargas
Prosthetics adaptation care
Occupational therapist
45 years old

“I always tell them to be very creative because there are a
thousand ways to use a single tool”
“there are some very creative people, and some others need
a little help”

“in the end it is a matter of showing
them that everything is doable”

starting with an assessment, and followed with the
core therapy where the sensibility, strengthening,
perception, and finally the social awareness were
included. “ It is important to show them the best
use of their new tools, there are some very creative
people, and some others need a little help, but in the
end it is a matter of showing them that everything is
doable”

She extended the information about the parts and
modules of upper-body prosthetics, how the traction
prosthesis works and how useful a hook unit can
be. And regarding of children treatment, she talked
about the stump strengthening, the posture and
how to handle the additional weight ( in the case of
congenital limb deficiency ). Finally she elaborated
on the steps of the physical therapy treatment,

Research
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Time line

Stump

level

A multidisciplinary team
takes the “case” and evaluates
patient’s health,
environment and mind.

The patient is classified
into a K level of activity
being 0 impossible to
use a prosthesis, and 5
high performance ( sport )

A surgical procedure
( when applicable )
is done to ensure that
the patient gets a good
chance to use a Socket.

A cast is made out of
the stump to create
a “positive”. With it a light
weight Socket is done
to fit the patient.

Once the prosthesis is
assempled, it’s taken into a
tuning process to find
the right gravity center
for the patient.

Training

Induction

Tuning

Construction

K

Assembling the
different parts

Adaptation

Classification

Diagnostic

Rehabilitating a patient

Socket

After the individual interviews a time line was made
to illustrate in a simple way the steps and people
involved in the patient’s rehabilitation process
according to CIREC.

This is the new you.

Hello!

Yes
I can

The patient starts a
psychological and physical
process of assimilating
his/her new chances
his/her new being.

The patient has to learn
to use his/her new prosthesis
by exercising physically
and emotionally to master
basic skills.

!

0,1,2,3,4
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Cases of study

Protocol

awesome kids

How the observation should be done?

Activities

( How they do things )

Having Cirec as a supportive organization opened
the possibility to get in contact with some of the
families in their database. After a selection of 20
families 2 cases were selected.

7 to 10 years old
upper body limb deficiency

The criteria to go through this list was finding a boy
and a girl, with upper body limb deficiency below
elbow, why? Because the arm - hand illustrates
better the possibilities of a free creation device. The
age range should be between 7 and 10 years old.
It sounds very specific, and if we add to this list of
requirements the will of the family to collaborate in a
student project were the main observation was going
to be done in their homes, it was not an easy task.
Still, there were some similar cases and their families
were able to collaborate as well, but from a strategic
point of view in a first approach research, the two
case studies should be as different as possible.

below elbow

Boy and / or Girl

( if chance of additional study case )

process and
interviews done by
Soraya Leon

That’s how Angie and Dario were found.

Play behaviors

After getting to know the rehabilitation process you
understand that it is a multilayer factor situation, and
therefore you should pay a lot of attention and wear
the right “goggles” in different situations.

( Their likes and personality )

Core social circle
( Family dynamics )

This project has a multilayer content that involves the
physical needs of a child, but also the psychological
needs around him/her and his/her family.

Extended social circles
( How social they are )

Environments

One of the insights collected from the different
interviews is the importance of the patient’s social
circles, and how these make a difference on the
child’s self esteem development. and involving this
psychological layer to the observation would give
more clues on the case studies’ personality; in other
words, the components behind their personality.

( Home, Playground, School... )

Prosthesis

( How much they really used it )

And so, some aspects were defined to find out if
there was a real possibility for a project like this.

Research
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Dario

Creative explorer
He’s never afraid of trying new things.
He is really into characters, but he
doesn’t like the idea of superheroes

Congenital malformation
Right forearm
8 years old

Prosthesis

Extended elbow traction prosthesis

Research
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Core social circle

Extended social circle

It’s a solid family

She is his best friend

Research
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Extended environment

Extended environment

He’s got some friends at school

He plays outside, not so often

Research
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“When I grow up I will build houses
with machines and stuff”

Play behaviors
He loves machinery

Activities

He uses additional items to do some tasks

Research
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Activities

His father has a hobby fixing broken appliances

Activities

Where his prosthetic usually ends up

Research
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”He builds it, since it’s part of his body.
Therefore he thinks on where to build it”
Referring to the laser eye in his character’s sketch

Activities

He’s very creative and loves characters

Dario’s interview and findings
https://vimeo.com/87946199
password: cirec

Research
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Angie

Diligent observer
She is very curious and fast learning
She loves movies ( stories ).
Her “thing” is role playing and her
family is her strongest motivation

Congenital malformation
Right and left hand
9 years old

Prosthesis

Extended forearm traction prosthesis

Research
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Core social circle

Extended social circle

It’s a young family

Her cousin is her best friend

Research
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Extended environment

Extended environment

She’s got some friends at school

She plays outside, not so often

Research
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Play behaviors

She is into role playing, but still she prefers to help out at home

Activities

She does everything without any help

Research
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Activities

Her mom just got a newborn right after Sebastian ( who is one year old )

Activities

She’s had many operations through her short life

Research
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”So when I grow up I could provide for
my parents and my little brothers”
Referring to her wish of having a professional career

Activities

Studying is the most important thing for her

Angie’s interview and findings

https://vimeo.com/87947986
password: cirec

Research
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Early test

In addition, I invited Carolina Gonzalez ( Colciencias
researcher ) as a new person to be introduced in the
building experience.

Concept feasibility

I isolated them by taking the family to an unfamiliar
place for them so they could be focused on the test.
My expectations on this test were around:

During the interviews at CIREC and the observation
of these study cases a possible scenario for the
project was seen, although the two cases are
very different from each other, I could envision
the possibility of a product that could be built in a
collaborative environment, mainly by the children’s
immediate social circle ( their family ).

Proof that children with disability can Play
with LEGO
How willing Dario would be to accept a
stranger in a team experience.
How well this family team would perform in
a LEGO building experience.

I wanted to take advantage of the time I had left in
Colombia to do a quick test that with the child and
his/her parents building a basic LEGO set.

As a result, Dario familiarized with my guest very
quickly, but he didn’t allow her to participate during
the building experience in dept. In contrast, the family
did very well on building the model, they took 8.5
minutes and I could observe that complex buildings
could be made when the child wasn’t physically able
to do it as long as he had assistance on it forcing
somehow the collaborative building.

For working hours issues Angie’s father wasn’t able
to bring her along, so I made this test with Dario only.
I asked Dario to build a LEGO creator 5761 set ( one
of those construction machines ) within 15 minutes
having his parents as a supportive team. I wanted to
see how well they work together, and if they made it
as a team at all

Dario’s early test

https://vimeo.com/87953873
password: cirec
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Billund Denmark
Feb 19th to 21st / 2014
3 specialists interviews
1 workshop.

http://www.lego.com/

After the first research trip in Colombia, and with
enough insights around technical and psychological
matters regarding prosthetics; Billund in Denmark
was the next destination for this project. There, the
Future Lab division team welcomed the project with
some of its experts to get additional information,
advice and start a brief ideation.

This short visit greatly contributed to the project
with a strategic approach on how to handle the
field research information and outcomes; also by
questioning certain aspects of kid’s social dynamics
point of view, the possibilities the project could have
in a rehabilitation process and finally a LEGO master
building session.

Research
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Workshop installations

LEGO building
overview

LEGO Future lab

Research
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Steen Andersen
LEGO model designer
LEGO master builder

What if we could use this prosthesis as a master
builder academy?

“if we should make a new element, it could be a centered
connector that allows a 360 building”

Flight machines / creatures / autos. at level two,
adventure storytelling at level three and inventor
systems at level four where LEGO technics start
to connect with the regular LEGO system. This
immediately connected to the level of needs a child
has while growing up, Triggering the idea of having
difficulty levels of building according to the age and
need of the kid.

Getting to talk to Steen was inspiring, he has more
than 30 years of experience at LEGO and participated
in countless innovative projects. During this
conversation he showed me the top 10 of the most
useful bricks list he made for Google, and guided me
through the LEGO master builder’s academy which
is based on different types of models starting with
spaceships / micro building / robots at level one.
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Michael Stahl
Senior project manager
Biomechanical engineer

“you are turned into this sick person at the hospital after many
surgeries and procedures. What if this tool could be present
during the early stages of the rehabilitation process?”
Since it can be very flexible, it could also allow the kid
to roll play or 3D sketch / prototype ( as LEGO bricks
work right now ) and familiarize with the system to
make it easier for them to become master builders.
He also presented WEDO, an educational LEGO set
that has simple programing language suitable for 7+
year old kids as a starter set for robotics.

The session with Michael was very productive, we
revised the project from a global perspective. Taking
in consideration the research information to evaluate
the time line of a rehabilitation process, made him
question if this “tool” could be also present during
the very early stages of the rehabilitation process
as a mean to communicate children’s thoughts and
ideas.

Research

What if they could
express themselves with
this tool during their
rehabilitation?
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Mette Larsen
Insight manager
Marketing economist
International marketing

“This should be about kids being in the driver’s seat, this should
be about kids expressing themselves, speaking their minds”
s
nes
yk
is m
ey
to t
rl
wo
he
d

just does something, they need an experience “ so
this car can roll... and?” This immediately started
a conversation about what useful meant in this
project and the perception society has right now of
:usefulness” around disabled people; not every need
is the same and having visible the different layers of
needs during the ideation phase would reflect on a
great result.

Having the chance to talk to Mette was inspiring.
Her experience at LEGO Future lab leading the
insights team makes her a great interpreter of the
kid’s play behaviors and what they expect around
a play experience. Talking to her gave this project a
good idea on the expectations kids have nowadays
around a toy; they might not be fully conscience
about it, but they don’t see a toy as something that

ar t
Sm

“They can be the lead player in their play experience, this is a
lead’n’back up play experience”
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Superpowers

Four people came to this first workshop where the
goal was to take the attendants to that early stage
of their lives through a story to see a bit of their kids
personality and bring some possible ideas on what
devices they could imagine to build if they had the
chance to do it.

Workshop at Future Lab

We started talking about the superpowers we had
when we were young, starting from superstrength,
climbing skills, flying, making traps, to being an
astronaut. and how the TV or books or comics
influenced this wish or super abilities, and turned out
very related to our favorite things. Why TV? well it still
( in a “media” way ) influences children’s imagination

and can be a good and bad driver of children’s
expectations, but somehow it still manages to keep
key elements in kids minds which they can relate to
and get exited about; key elements that can trigger
superpower ideas and maybe some “whish” in their
“What I want to be when I grow up” list.
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Talking about this influence of TV and media, how
it was and what it is like now as grown ups, you
realize that the time you stop being influenced, is
the moment you get self-awareness of what you
like or who you want to be. The answers were really
related to the body phenomenal, the physical pain
of growing up.

After having this in mind, the participants were
asked to make up a story, a quick one using the
superpowers they had when they were young; and in
the middle of their story, when they were building the
big dramatic part, their superpowers were removed,
and they had to find a different way to get victorious
in Philip and Morten they made a sequel.

Both stories were coincident of using objects to
turn the story in their favor. Henriette and Jessica
for instance trained ants to eat spiderwebs using
a “human-ants voice translator” so Jessica could
scape after falling into one when she lost her flying
ability and enjoy the sun with Henrientte and the
fellow ants who help them.

Philip and Morten used a gigantic fryer to get rid of
evil gummy bear zombies wrapped in bacon after
being thrown up from a gigantic gummy bear that
was eating all the people around the city who were
saved by an astronaut and his meteor rock, so they
could fry the evil gummy bear zombies.

“...and you could see the people
inside the giant gummy bear”

Research
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After this big storytelling unload, we discussed about
losing a part of your body, a hand, a leg for instance
and if they had the chance to fix it, how could it be?
All agreed on making things better than they were
before, some sort of human augmentation that’s
been present in the modern age constantly.
The thought of using nature as an ingredient for new
features to your body had a direct connection to
create different shapes familiar to the human body
and as a contrast technology could be used to
replicate instead.

”...something like the
Addams family Hand”

Maybe having features from nature would trigger
a little more kid’s imagination in terms of the
possibilities of a self building device. Having ropes
in your arms, a crab claw, morphing their body
parts according to their needs. Having spy gadgets.
Having control over whatever they had and let it be
autonomous so you could use another device while
the first one is still doing a task.

Research
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Opportunities
Conclusions

21 Bright red

Let’s play together
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Prosthetics influence children’s behavior and their
self esteem, especially when they face society ( their
relation with other “normal” children is always a big
challenge ) reflecting in poor social skills, learning
problems, depression, anxiety, things a kid should
not go through. In addition to this, Kids grow too fast,
their prosthetics need to be replaced quite often
and in some contexts where a health care system is
absent, this is extremely expensive.

with these devices, and moreover how these
prosthetics could besides assisting the physical
needs of the patients help to integrate them in a
better way into society, making their social circles
more aware of what it is going on and how to deal
with it TOGETHER.
Exploring flexibility into prosthetics for children and
having the possibility to modify and personalize
the prosthetic element by the kid’s themselves and
their social circle would turn this element into a fun
LAB where they can experiment, learn and create
to awake not just their dormant skills but also their
creativity.

In the near future high technology prosthetics will be
on the reach of everyone, but it is very important to
raise the question of how the children actually feel

Children are very open to the idea of having a
playful experience added to their prosthetics, but
they are equally interested on the functionality of the
device.

In every case of upper amputation – malformation
children have an active and supporting extremity
( excepting cases when both arms missing )
One of the primary causes for the child to stop
using the prosthesis is the social impact from their
extended social circles, a secondary ( but still highly
ranged ) cause is their interface ( socket ) size when
growing up.

Most of their needs in “ functions terms” are not so
complex, and their prosthesis is supposed to be an
advanced support; this means the tasks ( while the
person is still a kid ) are not as demanding as the
ones an adult in rehabilitation requires.

”It is very important to raise the question of how the
children actually feel with these devices”
This is the statement I want to share with everyone.

Opportunities
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Goals’n’wishes

124 Bright reddish violet

Directions

Exploring the design of pieces that would allow the
LEGO system to be used in a prosthesis.

Exploring the design of a piece that connects the
system with a custom-made interface.

Having a first prosthesis “model” with instructions
to follow, so the kid could be introduced to the
LEGO system, understand it and hack it.

Make a preliminary test of the design applications on
a real patient.

Goals

Wishes
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Design Journey
Ideation process, failure, exploration and design

Umeå Sweden
February 24th to April 25th / 2014

23 Bright blue

Ideation, Concept and Design

After an inspiring research in Colombia and Denmark
I came back to Sweden to start processing the
information I got with me from kids, and professionals
from different fields.
All the compiled work from my research is the one
you just went through in the last chapter.

Once I had very clear gathered insights from the
early stage of the process I started working on
finding an strategic approach that could lead to
a more effective project development that could
include the playful experience and the functionality
required from a disabled child.
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Kids grow up too fast

As a starting point I needed to land a concept that
compiled the needs of a disabled kid.

Being disabled makes a huge impact in kids in
many fronts, but maybe the most dramatic one is
the awareness of their “disadvantage” compared to
the normal ones and how hard it could be to live a
normal life and being useful to society. This kind of
thoughts come much earlier for a disabled kid than a
child with a normal development.

During the research phase of the project I witnessed
the different needs of children in these circumstances
and they turned out to be way more complex than
they already are for grown ups. Besides the expected
physical needs the psychological and social needs
gain an equal value compared to an evolving
physical requirement of the body. In other words,
when it comes to physiological needs, they only get
complex when the kid is growing, but in contrast, the
need for having friends and a different social circle
from the family starts in a very early age.

But when it comes to different needs ( play,
psychological, social, self-esteem... ) Kids are the
ones who know better what they need, what they
want; so what if they could build their own modules
and what if they could involve whoever they want in
the creation of these parts?

The first thought after these insights and how they
all seemed to be interconnected to each other was
modularity and sure, prosthetics are modular since
a long time ago, they have different parts and they
are meant to be assembled to fill the requirements
from every patient, every physical need.

Smartness is my key to the world

As a result of this angst most of the kids with disability
realize that they have to use and develop some other
skill than the one is missing. They realize the have to
be smarter.

During the conversation with Mette Larsen, Insights
manager at LEGO Future Lab, we narrowed down
some basic concepts from the research and my
intentions with the project:

Not every kid has the same need

What if kids could build their own modules
in a playful and social way?

This is greatly linked to the kid’s personality and it
speaks only from their point of view. A more active
kid is driven mainly by functionality, but a calm child
might be more enthusiast for connecting to others or
learning new and unique techniques.

Kids want to be in the driver’s seat

Besides mimicking grown ups, kids are eager to learn
and show their parents and their immediate social
circle what they learn or mimic and their version of it.
Kids do know what they need better than anyone.

With these insights and some more ( from all the
different stakeholders in the project ) a big conclusion
arrived on time:

”EMPOWERMENT. Being able to do what I want no matter the need”
Design Journey
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First step

Option #1

Option #2

Option #3
1

Answering some big questions and finding a play dynamic

1

How can children create modules for such a
complex thing as a prosthesis?
1.5 LEGO units

Using LEGO! It is a proven creative toy that has a
quick learning curve and it is quite familiar to kids
around the world, it is simple and can be as complex
as the kid wants to. Some of the LEGO sets can be
structurally strong and light weighted, perfect for this
scenario where flexibility on “building” is the main
requirement.

2 LEGO units

1

2

2

How kids could understand what a module is?
Having a playful experience. Usually when a game
is created three patterns make a good experience.

The idea of modularity is a play mechanic by itself
and it is the way everything in the prosthesis works.

Mechanics - Dynamics - Aesthetics

The LEGO bricks besides being a structural part,
are colorful and varied being a great emotional
(aesthetic) part but the missing part in the puzzle
was to find a play dynamic, some kind of action that
could be both easy to learn and playful.

( Rules - Actions - Emotion )

Option #1 Easy to understand with a single
movement connection.
Option #2 high possibility for multidirectional building,
but rather difficult to interconnect. Not clear enough
Option # 3 Two step action creating a connecting
and functional feeling when connected with a small
learning curve.

Having the LEGO bricks as a structural and aesthetic
element directed the search to a special brick that
could enable the interconnection of different modules.
Three options were made based on different criterias.
1. Enabling multidirectional building.
2. Easy understanding of how to connect.
3. Functional feeling when actuated.

Design Journey
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First prototype print to test the feasibility of modular
building, interconnection and play dynamics.

Design Journey
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Let’s try it
First modular approach test

Connector
Connector

Function

Function motor 24x6M

Connector

Function

Function motor 24x6M

Connector

Using two connector bricks + a motor to create a
module that enables a function

LEGO Technique elements + two connector bricks +
a motor
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Power
supply

Power
supply
Module
Hack / create
Module
Hack / create
Module
Hack / create

Connector

Once the module is built, In this case
We need a power supply

Connector
Using a single connector brick to communicate
these two modules

Design Journey
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Power
supply

Module
Hack / create
Aesthetic
elements

Module
Hack / create

First modular approach

https://vimeo.com/89433380
password: lego

Modules Interconnected and customized

Design Journey
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Insights
From the modular approach test

aesthetics

structure

1

After the test I discovered that the best option for
a connector was the option #3. It proved to have a
good functional and playful feeling thanks to the two
step action when interconnecting modules with a
very short learning curve; first you push down and
secondly you twist right.

Union feeling
between modules

functional
building

Hack / create
Module
configuration

structure

This Play mechanic could also be applied to standard
LEGO sets opening a new way to play with the bricks,
building a module that can work with different ones
in an open ended exploration.
Also a framework to build a module appeared;
basically the play mechanic ( the rules ) for building
was tested and defined in addition to the possibility
to modify an already built module:

2
Connectivity feeling,
confirmation of interconnection

aesthetics

Modular framework ( play dynamic )

1. A structural frame should be created using two or more connector bricks
2. A core is optional and can include a function part ( Function motor 24x6M used during the test, actuators, shock absorbers, etc )
3. Standard or playful elements can be used to create cases for the module, change colors, etc.

Design Journey
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Failure

a “small” market; not to mention that their only interest
as a business company are toys. Moreover this
direction would reduce the scope of my design work
to propose LEGO sets that could not only distract
people from the real concept of the project but also
getting into a not so well known territory of LEGO
building which normally takes long time to develop.

Getting things wrong as soon as possible

In a simpler statement, it was a matter of getting too
ambitious without a realistic outcome.

When the “modular framework” appeared during the
test, the excitement from the feasibility of the play
mechanic ( building modules ) blinded the project
in terms of the “wish” and the ideal scenario for the
project:

Never the less this scenario had to be explored, I
had to take this direction to find out if my project
turned out to be a service and experience design
and if there was a room for product design elements.

“Giving children total freedom to build
whaterver they want”

The first second step

Somehow the project started to head to a fully LEGO
system direction, where everything could be solved
by using LEGO bricks.

Creating a concept system architecture

A concept architecture of the prosthetics system
using only LEGO elements was necessary to get an
overview of all the involved parts in the project and
the relation between them.
Defining the parts of a free configurated product was
a bit of a challenge, but the connector brick used
during the first testing was a good starting point.

Finding this direction brought to light a high risk for
the project to get stuck in a naive solution involving
a high work investment from LEGO as a company
in addition changing the vision of the business and
making it compatible with a new business related to
medical application that would require an impressive
investment with a very slow recovery and

The system architecture
Allowing the children to make their own prosthetics

In this architecture configuration there are 3 parts
only.

Hack / create

1. The battery

The most important part in this
system, it contains a rechargeable battery and a
processor that would translate the signals from the
socket to any module connected to it in addition to
power any creation made by the kid.

Connector

2. The socket

This is where the stump gets in
contact with the prosthesis, The socket is attached
permanently to the battery and provides signals
from the myoelectric sensors embedded in it. This
part would still need to be custom made or defined
by 3D scanning and new technologies as long as it
can be compatible with the battery

Hack / create

Power + Socket

3. Hack / Create area

This is an extreme flexible
area based on a play mechanic described before
( function building - structural building - aesthetics )
It needs a minimum of one connector brick to
interconnect with the socket.
The kid could find LEGO sets that he / she could
assemble with his / her family or friends and then
Hack it to his own needs or just start from scratch.

Stump
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The problem

The solution

Validated tutors and technitians

was the problem itself

After some validations with Thomas Degn ( APD’s
Director ), Steen Mandsfelt ( External Tutor ), Philip
Kongsgaard ( LEGO Future Lab Tutor ) and Leonardo
Morales ( CIREC Tutor ) We got to the conclusion that
it was the right track but not the right car :P

Giving to much freedom to the children would not
encourage them but instead it would scare them.
Still, play is a huge part of a child development and
it is the key element of this project, in other words, it
is the way to go.

It is a great idea to separate modules in an easy way
using the connector brick play dynamic because it
could lead to a better self awareness of the kid in
therms of how his / her prosthesis works and how to
take care of it and what he / she could do with it, for
instance a free configuration, the freedom to decide
if the patient wants one, two three hands, or not even
hands but tools, lanterns, hammers, fins to swim...
There would not be a limit.

Also when it comes to everyday activities children
need a more structural support, which LEGO parts
can give but not entirely, not during mid range
physical activities such as walking fast or lifting
heavy objects.

If LEGO elements were not possible to use all the
time as a prosthesis, why not designing a more
permanent solution, but still keeping the freedom of
using LEGO in the right scenarios.

This also meant that I had to focus the project in a
specific part of the body and giving a vision of what
the concept can do instead of trying to solve all the
different prosthetic modules for the different limbs
and cases.

Why not having the flexibility and playfulness of an
open ended game experience mixed with a more
- product like - structural prosthesis?

A flexible system architecture

“Kids do not play all the time and they need also a
more functional and slightly traditional prosthesis for everyday use”

In the big picture,

“Kids do not play all the time and they need also a more
functional and slightly traditional prosthesis for everyday use”

In the big picture,

Design Journey
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Second step

The very first thing to do was to focus on a part of the
body to illustrate as an example of the concept.

Creating a concept architecture for kids to build on their own

Having still the possibility to get in contact with my
cases of study ( Dario and Angie ) I decided to contact
Dario again since his “disability” was a great scenario
to work with, so I decided to focus on the forearm.

A flexible
system architecture

2. The battery
The most important part in this system, it contains
a rechargeable battery and a processor that would
translate the signals from the socket to any module
connected to it, and also any LEGO creation made
by the kid and his / her friends and family.

Allowing the children to enjoy their prosthesis

The parts in this architecture configuration allow
the prosthesis to be used everyday / customized /
hacked / and created from scratch.

1. Hack / Create area

3. The socket

This is an extreme flexible area based on a play
mechanic described before
( function building structural building - aesthetics )
It needs a minimum of one connector brick to
interconnect with the socket. The kid could find
LEGO sets that he / she could assemble with his / her
family or friends and then hack it to their own needs
or just start from scratch.

This is where the stump gets in contact with the
prosthesis. The socket is attached permanently to
the battery and provides signals from the myoelectric
sensors embedded in it. This part would still need
to be custom made or defined by 3D scanning and
new technologies as long as it can be compatible
with the battery.
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5. Muscle
A structural and functional part that receives
signals from the battery + socket and sends them
to whatever is connected to. This module should be
compatible with LEGO parts to make them move or
just to be attached for esthetical purposes.

4. Charging station
Since the battery is integrated with the socket it
has the potential to create a special place at home
for the prosthesis / socket ( this was a common
observation during the research, kids nor parents
have a good spot to place the prosthesis during the
night time ).

Permanent and functional
Prosthesis

Playful
and creative
Prosthesis

Function / Customize

Hack / create
Connector

6. Hand
It should perform the normal actions of a greffier or
a hook and take advantage of the signals received
from the myoelectric sensors; it could interpret a
“double tap” of an specific muscle to grab or point
or clamp or rotate or do whatever the kid wants to,
it could even be programed by the kid itself using a
friendly programming platform such as WEDO. and
also be compatible with LEGO parts.

The prosthesis would be required to be dissembled
and assembled, but using the connector brick play
dynamic to interconnect every module, it would make
it a logic, easy and normal task to do every day.

Muscle / Customize

Hack / create

Power + Socket

Charging station
Stump
Design Journey
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Shaping
Finding a design language

Once the design architecture was defined and all the
components of the system were visible, a common
design approach was taken to address and relate
to what the project can do for a kid’s creativity, and
what the product should reflect and behave in an
everyday context.
The different parts / modules of the product should
reflect a variety of features but most of it, it should
be a neutral and soft product since the protagonist
would be taken by the colorfulness of the LEGO
bricks.

reliability
technology
friendliness
neutrality
empathy
steadiness
playful look

Design Journey
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Exploring

Doing it fast ( quick and dirty )

The time available for this project was short, really
short, so I jumped right away into 3D to start with the
right measurements and proportions, and as I was
working on it, I supported on the sketch, quick dirty,
reliable enough to take quick decisions and make
my “CAD time” more efficient.
During this process I had a lot of iterations, and
doodling is just the best tool ever.

Design Journey
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IKO

107 Bright bluish green

Design project

IKO is a creative prosthetic system designed for children to explore and
empower their creativity in a playful, social and friendly way. What if kids
could use their imagination to create their own tools according to their own
needs; disabled kids needs are not always related to physical activity but
often alternatively the social and psychological aspect; what if kids could
make their own prosthetics and have fun at the same time?
Learning. Creating. Being kids.
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IKO
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The system

Describing the parts of the system

IKO is a prosthetic modular system made easy to
assemble and dissemble using the play dynamics
found in the early stage of the project.
The reason to invest time into finding this play
dynamic was foreseeing the fact that it would
become the principle to make everything possible,
so once the connector piece was tested I proceeded
to define and shape the different modules needed
for this “case of study” where the focus was set on
the fore arm type of amputation / malformation.

Hack / Create

Having this play dynamic as a principle allows to
change, correct and refine this connecting principle
if the project requires so.

Connector + LEGO elements

Interface
Socket + Battery

Charging

Muscle

Docking station

Power function

Hand

Power function

As described in the product architecture I defined
the necessary modules that could envision what the
system could do.

IKO
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Interface
Socket + Battery

Custom socket
Molding or 3D printing
technology is used
to create this piece
integrating myoelectric
sensors

Clean fit

Using a positive
molding from the air
pressure adjustment
a clean union is
feasible

Battery sizes

According to the size
of the stump

IKO
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Docking guide

couples with the docking station, but its
intended use is to mark the right direction
of the battery when assembled with the
socket.

Custom made
socket
Processor
unit

Socket
pressure tuner

Myoelectric
sensor

Myoelectric
sensor

Light
indicator

Battery
cell

Connection
terminal

Myoelectric sensors

Connector
base

they register the activity of the stump’s
muscle and sends a signal, it is basically
the “tap” you use when playing with your
iPad.

IKO
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Charging

USB / Electricity
cable connection

Docking station

Docking
guide
Data / Electricity
connection

Minifigure
studs

IKO
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Charging

Minifigure

Besides charging the battery module,
the docking station is a a reference
place for the kid. this was he / she can
have a dedicated and special place for
their prosthesis when it is not in use.

It adds a friendly look to the charging
station and creates an immediate
point of reference to the kid, an easy
link to the proper place to put his / her
prosthesis when it is not being used.

IKO
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Muscle

Structural and function module

Titanium
frame structure

bidirectional
building

LEGO technic
compatibility

IKO
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Frame
structure

Connector

compatible with the battery module receives and sends information of the sensors
connected to the muscle unit.

LEGO technic
compatible

Connection
port
Mindstorms
compatible
engine

LEGO Technic

Connection
port

with an integrated Mindstorm EV3 motor,
the muscle unit enables to connect
“buildings” that can perform actions.
In addition it is surrounded by 4 LEGO
compatible platforms that enable a
bidirectional 360 building.

Processor
unit

IKO
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Hand

Finger 2

Power function

Finger 1
Finger 3

Radially distributed
fingers
This disposition makes it
easy to mix two types of grip
which are always a problem
regarding hand prosthetics.
Having three fingers facing
the thumb allows a precision
grip when fingers are activated
individually, and makes it
possible to have a power grip
when fingers are activated
simultaneously.

Thumb

IKO
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Concave palm

radially distributed fingers create an ideal
area for having a concave surface for a
better grip in every type of performance

Removable fingers

this feature offers the possibility to get an
even more accurate precision grip

Precision grip

Power grip

Custom grip

often used to perform delicate activities such
as tighting shoe laces, picking something
small from the floor, or using a pencil .

this is the used mechanical principle referring
to holding objects, for example a steering bar
of a bicycle, or a glass of water.

The myoelectric sensor sends signals that can
be programmed to coordinate an action. for
instance: tapping once + holding tapp for 2
seconds could be interpreted as squeezing.

IKO
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Connecting the module

A combined feature to offer as functionality as possible

to be compatible with the system, I designed a “hold”
button that stops the turning feature of the wrist and
aligns to the play dynamic principle of the connector:
Push and rotate.

The hand module offers a “wrist” that can angle and
rotate the hand in every direction. This is possible
thanks to a semi-ball joint embedded in the hand,
and to make it possible for a free turning mechanism

IKO Creative prosthetic system

https://vimeo.com/97877783

IKO
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Prototyping

Bringing ideas to life

The final design was refined after the user testing
done in Bogota. But in order to make the test a
possibility I had to “lock” the design very early,
The protoyping process was very straight forward,
starting with foam models, cad reviewing, 3D printing,,
assembly testing and once I was in Colombia the
socket had to be done using some custom made
guides that revealed the possible assembly process
between the battery and the socket.
The goal was to have a functional Muscle module
to test the feasibility of the LEGO system playful
experience, and a 3D printed full scale model of the
hand to get opinions from users and technicians.
The proportions of the hand module were slightly
small, and the assembling type of the battery with the
custom made socket was changed after a validation
with CIREC’s technician Leonardo Morales.

IKO
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Assembling inner components of the muscle module

Testing the remote control that replaced the missing myoelectric sensors

IKO
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Building

Creating special LEGO sets for testing

The whole purpose of the pilot test was to evidence
the feasibility of the playful experience and the
social inclusion around a patient. Therefore I needed
to create a Special LEGO set compatible with the
prosthetic system.
During the creation of this set, many ideas came to
my mind to plan the testing method and the expected
outcomes, also the amount and type of tests, which
reflected on two sets, with different concepts and
goals.

A space ship
A construction backhoe

IKO
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A spaceship!

A fun building to include only kids

Having a story behind could make it easy to include
a second child during the building to introduce them
to some basic building rules and prepare them for a
“free building” experience.

A not so complex building that was mainly for fun. No
complex actions were included to make the role play
the strongest feature of this set.

Spring used to create a trigger

The trigger actuates a light brick

IKO
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A construction backhoe!
A complex building to challenge kids

This was a way more complex building that included
a power function compatible with the muscle module
to challenge the kid in many levels:

Patience I wanted to find the patience limit of the
kid by making a time consuming building.

Leadership

By having a complex building the
attendants to the test ( family ) would be force to
be guided by the kid. I wanted to witness the kid
assuming the leader role during the building

Motivation

In theory the kid should have a bigger
motivation to finish the building because the goal
was slightly different form the regular LEGO sets ( the
pride of creation ) in this case the motivation should
be focused on the “feeling of using something you
actually built”

Muscle module - compatible building

Mounted set on the Muscle module

IKO
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Testing
Proofing the concept

Bogotá Colombia
April 28th to May 9th / 2014

213 Meduim royal blue

3 specialists team work
1 Study case.

Having enough material to keep working on a
functional prototype, I set my testing flight one week
before schedule to make sure the Battery - Socket
module was functional.
I had some ideas on how to make this possible but
still I needed the Technician’s help, not just to figure
out how to make this prototype work, but to

find a realistic way to propose how to make this type
of assembly in a real product.
So I took my 3D prints, some guides I made, and the
LEGO sets to this adventure expecting only to do my
best. It was a lot of pressure because without this
test, the concept would be kept and seen as a nice
intention and not a possible reality.
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Battery socket

Time was short and We decided to proceed with the
initial idea for this prototype (Pillar assembly graphic)

+

Stump
Socket

Finding a way to make it work

This is a very important part in the concept, It is
basically the bridge between the kid and the system.

I will briefly introduce you to the manufacture process
of a double layer socket used for this prototype and
for this concept development.

Exterior
Socket

In the initial prototype, I had a 6 pillar structure that
was supposed to couple with a structure molded
in an exterior socket that surrounded the stump
molded socket.
So, during the first day in Colombia I had a meeting
with Leonardo Moralez (Lab product coordinator) to
validate the feasibility of this idea/prototype.

Pillars
Assembly

Right away He pointed out the idea was right in
principle, but still the pillar system was not the proper
way to assembly such an important part with an
exterior socket. He suggested to use the traditional
air pressure adjustment integrated to the battery
module as a single pillar, since it was one single
shape to be milled or adapted to the exterior socket.

01. Taking a look

02. Getting a mould

The first step is to analyze the patient’s anatomy to
find a good “stump shape” this means that the stump
has a wider end that will make it easier for any socket
to attach.

Rolling the stump with a plaster band will create an
impression of the limb, still this procedure has to be
done taking care of the soft and strong parts of the
stump.

Is the patient able to use a socket?

Battery
module
Pillar
Assembly

Making the mould out of the patient’s stump

Testing
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Drilling pattern
guide

Reference
marks

Plaster

03. Copying the stump

04. Making the first layer

05. Preparing a hybrid mould

06. Forming the second layer

Once the mould is dry, it will be used to create a
tridimensional copy of the stump using a different
type of plaster

After the copy had dried and being out of the first
mould, it can be used to form a 4mm polyethylene
layer, which will be reduced to 3mm after the vaccumforming process.

In this case we re-used the stump socket and
added some additional plaster to shape the end
of the second layer (exterior socket) and make it
compatible with the battery module.

The forming process repeats again, and after
everything is dry and solid, we remove the layers,
and the plaster to proceed to drill (using the guide)
and fixing the battery 3D printed module.

Using the initial moulding

Forming the material to get the stump socket

Using the stump socket as a base to model the exterior socket

Getting back to vaccum-forming

Testing
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Battery
module

Exterior
Socket

Stump
Socket

07. Testing the first layer

After this comfortability test, we had a very accurate
stump socket that after some heat adjustments was
ready. We didn’t want to show the second layer to
our case of study ( Dario ) because it could ruin the
understanding of the whole system if the modules
were presented to him separately.

Having the patient’s approval before the pilot test

When it comes to objects that are supposed to adapt
to the human body the comfortable factor is the first
item on the list.

08. Putting things together

As a conclusion from this process I can propose a
double layer socket to be used as a way to integrate
the battery module with the socket.
I believe that a 3D printed socket solution will be
more accurate since it can have a great blend
between comfortability and functionality (regarding
the assembly with the battery).

Making sure all pieces fit

This image was done after the pilot test when the
whole system was presented to Dario, but it illustrates
in a good way the final result of the socket making
and the assembly with the 3D printed piece I had

Testing
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Pilot test

01. Battery + socket Introducing the idea of a battery
that would power something and would react to his
movements “let’s imagine there are some sensors on
it” ( yes, my case of study knows what a sensor is )

Presenting the idea to the case of study

02. Charging station As a logical step, once Dario
had the notion of a battery on his arm it was easy
to explain that the battery needed to be charged,
that there was a “place” for that and also it could be
guarded by one of his minifigures.

The main goal for this test was to witness if everything
that I had been working in for about 3 months was
useful, so I had to plan carefully how to communicate
this idea to my case of study ( Dario ).

03. Hand It would be easier to explain a complex item
as this one after the simplicity of the charging station;
looking for reactions on the patient regarding this
object was my main goal. what he thought about the
looks, the functional features, the coupling gesture,
the lock button, the LEGO compatible features, etc.

The plan
Since the prototype did not have the myoelectric
sensors embedded and it was replaced with a
remote control, I resorted to use imagination as a big
ingredient in the test, so the first thing to do was to
tell Dario that “this was an exercise between reality
and imagination”

04. Muscle Although it is a simple module to explain,
in this prototype I had to present this “remote
resource”, so introducing the idea to replace the
myoelectric sensors with a remote was the challenge.

The protocol

05. The LEGO compatibility feature Once the four
modules were explained I could present to Dario the
idea of using LEGO elements to build whatever he
wanted and also to use the Backhoe model as a test
focus.

Introducing the different parts of the system one at
a time was the best way to explain simple concepts,
related to each other, so having an specific order
would make it even easier.

The audience
Of course Dario my case of study was the main
person to be present during the test, but since
this is a social interaction concept, his family was
also needed, and in addition to them I wanted the
supervision of the CIREC team as much as they could
regarding medical and psychological observations.
In the end these were the attendants to the test:
Dario - Case of study
Yudi - Dario’s mother
Isabella - Dario’s sister
Soraya Leon - Clinical psychologist
Jorge Morales - Orthopedic technician
Daniel Gomez - CIREC executive director
Oscar Arismendi - CIREC communications
coordinator

Expected results
My principal expectation for this test was to see
how tangible can the concept of creating your own
prosthesis modules could be, observe the building
moment of the backhoe model, the social interaction
in this moment and Dario’s reaction to the system

Testing
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The insights
Many good things came out of this pilot test. It will
be easier to list in a non specific order the things I
noticed during the observation:
01. It was worth it to take the right time to explain
slowly the different modules, Dario picked up very
fast how everything was supposed to work, to have
any order he wanted, to assemble and disassemble.
02. One of the most important findings for me was
to realize how easy and intuitive the “Play dynamic”
was the learning curve of this main feature on how
the prosthetic system works is really short. After
explaining to Dario the different modules it was
understood how he could connect and disconnect
parts, and by the time the LEGO set ( backhoe
building ) was done, It was he only who said how it
was supposed to be connected to his prosthesis.
04. After presenting the system, I showed to Dario
an example of what a simple LEGO building could
do, although he really enjoyed to see this launcher/
recollector working it was hard for him to understand
and imagine all the tools or things he could build
with the pieces; I proceeded with the backhoe set
after this brief introduction.

03. Having a minifigure was very useful when it
comes to make a reference point. during the test
Dario placed and removed the socket several times
but after a while he was always looking for the
“minifigure spot”. it didn’t matter if the minifigure was
a special one or not, it was enough for him to make it
a reference point for his prosthesis.
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05. During the construction of the backhoe it was
clear to see that it becomes a social situation right
away, people present during the test and Dario’s
family wanted to participate without even asking
them to do so, anyway It was Dario who was driving
the building experience all the time, asking for help
with difficult parts to assemble, and finding pieces.

06. As expected, the Backhoe was a difficult model
to build, I wanted to see if there would be a breaking
point for Dario to give up on building it and hand the
task to someone else, but it didn’t happen, Somehow
the idea of having this set connected to his body
made him do his best and it was actually the people
participating who got tired before he finished.

07. Following the instructions was easy for Dario
even with such a time consuming building ( it took
around 40 minutes to build the backhoe ) and here
is where I found another type of “pride of creation”.
Dario was not only excited about the idea to build
this model, but he was even more exited to see it in
his body and working at his will “the feel of creation”

08. It was very hard for Dario to assimilate the idea
of having things as an arm; therefore he didn’t dare
to hack the model or to create any new tool during
this test. This makes me thing that LEGO has a huge
place in this concept as an application developer. It
will be easier for kids to imagine what they could do
if they have examples. Ideas coming form LEGO.

Testing
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Second test

The protocol
First, The system would be presented to the guest in
the same way it was done with Dario during the pilot
test ( module by module ).
Secondly, I would give to Dario’s friend the instructions
for the spaceship set made for this test (which is
intended to be assembled way easier than the
backhoe).
And finally I would like to improvise with some free
building ( if there’s still time ), just to give a bunch of
bricks to the kids and see what happens.

Testing the social interaction with the device

After a great result during the pilot test, there were
still a lot of things missing to try, in addition, the
location of the previous test influenced a little in
Dario’s mood, he felt a bit uncomfortable with many
people looking at him, so I needed a new plan.

The audience

The plan

In this case the test was meant to observe playful
experience only and I didn’t want to have so many
people involved since Dario’s comfort was one of
my main concerns, still it was important to have the
children’s relatives around.

Having a different location was definitely number one
on my list, and Dario’s places could be the perfect
one by the simple fact that it was his safe zone, I
basically wanted to see his authentic reactions.
As an equal priority was to have a guest, a familiar
guest for him, a friend from school, a neighbor or
someone who was not in the family circle to get some
information: his / her opinions on Dario’s condition (
he being disabled person ) before - after the test,
and from a child’s perspective how fun ( or if it was
fun at all ) this experience could be.

Dario - Case of study
Santiago - Dario’s friend
Yudi - Dario’s mother
Carlos - Dario’s father
Isabella - Dario’s sister
Santiago’s grandfather

Expected results

Observe the perception that other kids have ( even
the close ones ) on disability. I wanted to see if the
test guest would change his perception on Dario’s
disability or if he had any at all
.
And once again how fun this concept can be in an
adults free environment.

For this test I really wanted to evidence the playful,
social and collaborative experience having the kids
as comfortable as they could be, observing their
genuine reactions and listening to their thoughts
openly, just like kids say things, as they are.
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The insights

04. After the building was done, it was only Dario who
was enjoying the building, his friend Santiago could
take part of it but as a secondary actor. It was fun
but not as much as I thought, somehow the building
result was not so rich for Santiago, since he worked
on it but it was Dario the only one to enjoy it. Never the
less during the process they did have more fun than
I expected, their “silly” times were actually very fun,
they were just taking it as a game, as what it should
be. Maybe creating LEGO sets that are aimed to have
more than one building in a storytelling environment
could be an interesting thing to do when developing
this kind of content for the prosthesis.

This test really exceeded my expectations, The
playful experience was very tangible and some
very interesting things happened. Again I will list my
observations in no specific order:
01. My biggest surprise was to see Dario taking
the initiative to explain to Santiago how the system
worked. This test took place three days later than the
pilot test and Dario’s explanation was very accurate,
specially explaining that “knowing how to put the
parts together ( the Play dynamic ) was everything
one needs to know” in Dario’s words

05. Regarding Santiago’s perception on Dario’s
disability, when I started the test, my first question
to Santiago was: What do you think about Dario’s
missing arm? He replied right away saying he felt pity
for Dario and that it is a shame that he can’t do the
things normal people do.
After finishing the Spaceship building and showing
them some other buildings (examples of what you
can do with LEGO) and seen their reactions, I asked
again to Santiago what he thought about Dario’s arm,
the first thing he said was “I want one of those” I had
to ask again if after showing them what they could
do he still felt sorry for Dario, he said “no, I think his
new arm is cool”

02. The kids were very open to try the spaceship
set, the idea of an astronaut was welcomed and they
were eager for building, in this case, both of them,
Dario and Santiago wanted to take the leadership
during the building, but finally it was Dario who
guided everything, let’s say he was the expert.
03. Following the spaceship’s instructions with two
leading guys can be a bit hard, Dario on one hand
wanted to follow the instructions very quick, but
Santiago wanted to experiment; so there were some
“silly” times where they just started playing with what
they had, mixing things around and being kids.
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06. After the Spaceship set, the kids were super
motivated and I felt that it was the right time to show
them some other building I made as an example of
you can do with LEGO. One of them was the module I
hacked From a mindstorm set during the first modular
approach testing, both kids were very surprised to
see it working and soon they started to play with it.

07. I noticed by confronting these different types of
building that LEGO could be a content maker in this
project, some sort of app store that could provide
different solutions to what a kid can have in their
body. The sets could have a storytelling content with
multiple buildings in the same set, or be focused on
collaborative buildings of a very complex machine.

08. During the free building, the kids started making
their own constructions, Santiago got a little jealous
from Dario, but once he could “stick” his creation on
Dario’s new arm, they both started to play together
and soon everything escalated, they entered a
storytelling mode and adding more bricks to what it
was now their creation.

The applications using LEGO sets could be a huge
thing, starting from a play experience “just for fun” to
a learning, creative and even augmented feature for
a kid body. Imagine integrating additional sensors in
the building to make it possible to control electronic
devices using a part of your body.
Having superpowers would really come to life.
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IKO prototype testing

https://vimeo.com/97882643
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Final model

Project exhibition at UID’14

Exhibition
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Reflections

Time planing

As a general opinion on this project, It’s been so
far the most complex, tough, exciting, difficult and
fulfillment project I’ve ever done :)

Self assessment

From the start, it was very hard to foresee how
everything should work, specially when you have two
partners in the project. I applied for sponsorships 6
months in advance to both organizations, and once
I had a green light, it was a little more logic to relate
to the final wished result and the necessary steps to
get there. The planning for this project was excellent,
the resources were just on the border of enough and
the time to develope the different stages were OK,
a little too tight which meant tons of extra hours, the
schedule was a little off because I didn’t included
a week where I got sick; but the goal was very
ambitious and emergency plans sometimes can be
the best thing to happen, as a general appreciation,
sometimes you have to do what you have to do.

2 grey

The idea of working on this subject started more
than a year ago during my time at LEGO future lab,
I was amazed on how much they actually care for
kids, and to see how many functional things people
( LEGO fans ) could build, I though that somehow
there was a missing link between that creative and
collaborative power and kids. People could augment
their creativity using LEGO bricks but they were still
a toy for kids.
Asking myself how kids could make the best use of
“the brick power” directed me to kids with disability,
the idea of using a very familiar, social and friendly
system such as LEGO would be a first friendly step to
build more suited prosthetics for kids. Soon I started
noticing the problems around this area and the idea
got stronger, some months after getting the idea
in order I notices a LEGO fan video, where a girl is
building a leg prosthesis just for fun; this convinced
me that this idea was something that people were
going to accept and understand easily, so I decided
to go for it.

Process
I think I spend a lot of time on making the concept
as strong as possible and figuring out how to make it
work ( it was needed ). But this reduced the amount
of time I had to explore in the aesthetics, I wish I
had more time to achieve a more refined look on the
system, but since the time was very short, I had to do
it right on 3D as fast as I could and I advanced very
quick in the iterations, I didn’t have the time to

Why not?
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Feb

Research
presentation

Whole project

document this stage. Still, the aesthetics level in the
project was good enough, it has the right direction
and considerations and can be refined if the project
gets to be continued.

As a whole, this project went excellent, my priority
was always to get to the prototype stage and I knew
that the schedule was the best tool I had.

At some point I had to multi task and forsee the
results and goals based on every stage outcomes.
For instance, while I was doing the pilot test I was
also adjusting the design and planning the 3D prints
for the final model according the resources I had (
LEGO, UID and external suppliers ) and the available
time according to my schedule.

Some difficult decisions had to be made, for instance,
during the research stage I was very lucky to have
two cases of study being so different from each
other, it was maybe the best scenario I could have,
but when it came to test the concept, the physical
complexity of one of my kids disability was an issue
if I wanted to keep the good timing in the schedule;
I had to choose one of the kids and I chose Dario,
since his disability could illustrate better the concept
to the outside, working with Angie would’ve been a
great challenge, but even more time consuming than
what I had with Dario, it was all about time.

When it comes to mock-ups, they were a few but
efficient, I had the mind-set of doing things as
efficient as possible since time was short, and when
it comes to testing with kids you have to bring the
real thing, they can be extremely collaborative as
long as they understand what you present to them
so I ended up spending more time doing prototypes
rather than mock ups.

The communication level was better than I expected
and the material made for communication porpoises
was very useful when I had to present to my sponsors
during the project. It was worth it to spend some time
doing nice images and graphics.

I have to admit that testing the concept was a very
ambitious thing to do, but the project needed to be
seen working, the idea was great, but if the result
were a set of renders people wouldn’t get to really
imagine what the concept could do; somehow I was
prototyping for grown ups,

And finally exploring this type of project where the
concept is more important and the complexity is so
high was the best decision I made for a degree work.
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